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This is a network diagram to show the basic layout.  Be sure that the Pi-star boards are on different 
Frequencies.  



Assume that you already have a raspberry Pi up and running and the dvswitch repository installed. 
Set your privileges to Root

Do an update on the Pi .  This is just good practice. 

root@lab-reflector:/opt# apt update
Hit:1 http://dvswitch.org/ASL_Repository stretch InRelease
< I intentionally left the rest of this out as it isn’t pertinent > 

root@lab-reflector:/opt# apt install p25reflector
Reading package lists... Done
Building dependency tree       
Reading state information... Done

The following NEW packages will be installed:
  p25reflector
0 upgraded, 1 newly installed, 0 to remove and 47 not upgraded.
Need to get 122 kB of archives.
After this operation, 0 B of additional disk space will be used.
Get:1 http://dvswitch.org/ASL_Repository stretch/hamradio armhf p25reflector armhf 1.1-20180424-3 
[122 kB]
Fetched 122 kB in 2s (56.5 kB/s)       
Selecting previously unselected package p25reflector.
(Reading database ... 133549 files and directories currently installed.)
Preparing to unpack .../p25reflector_1.1-20180424-3_armhf.deb ...
Unpacking p25reflector (1.1-20180424-3) ...
Setting up p25reflector (1.1-20180424-3) ...
Created symlink /etc/systemd/system/multi-user.target.wants/p25reflector.service → 
/lib/systemd/system/p25reflector.service.
root@lab-reflector:/opt# 

root@lab-reflector:/opt#
root@lab-reflector:/opt# systemctl start p25reflector

Lets check and make sure that the reflector is up and running. 

root@lab-reflector:/opt# ps ax | grep P25Ref
  954 ?        Ssl    0:00 /opt/P25Reflector/P25Reflector /opt/P25Reflector/P25Reflector.ini
  968 pts/0    S+     0:00 grep P25Ref
root@lab-reflector:/opt# 

Update the P25 Host file on the DVSWITCH repeater to use the new reflector and restart the service. 



Update  the Pi-Star boards

Go to each of your Pi-Star MMDVM boards

ssh into Pi-star board

Edit the P25Host.txt file in the root directory

nano /root/P25Host.txt

add this line ( This is only an example actual IP will be different ) 

10299         192.168.1.2      41000

save and exit.

 You must run an Update on the PI-Star before you can point the pi-star to 10299 . 

 now under configuration you will see 10299 show up and you can apply this change. 

You are now using this lab reflector. 


